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Abstract In this paper we report the molecular profil-
ing, lipidome and proteome, of the plant organelle
known as an oil body (OB). The OB is remarkable in
that it is able to perform its biological role (storage of
triglycerides) whilst resisting the physical stresses
caused by changes during desiccation (dehydration)
and germination (rehydration). The molecular profile
that confers such extraordinary physical stability on
OBs was determined using a combination of 31P/1H
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), high-resolution

mass spectrometry and nominal mass-tandem mass spec-
trometry for the lipidome, and gel-electrophoresis-
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry for the pro-
teome. The integrity of the procedure for isolating OBs
was supported by physical evidence from small-angle
neutron-scattering experiments. Suppression of lipase
activity was crucial in determining the lipidome. There
is conclusive evidence that the latter is dominated by
phosphatidylcholine (∼60 %) and phosphatidylinositol
(∼20 %), with a variety of other head groups
(∼20 %). The fatty acid profile of the surface monolayer
comprised palmitic, linoleic and oleic acids (2:1:0.25,
1H NMR) with only traces of other fatty acids (C24:0,
C22:0, C18:0, C18:3, C16:2; by MS). The proteome is
rich in oleosins (78 %) with the remainder being made
up of caleosins and steroleosins. These data are suffi-
ciently detailed to inform an update of the understood
model of this organelle and can be used to inform the
use of such components in a range of molecular bio-
logical, biotechnological and food industry applications.
The techniques used in this study for profiling the
lipidome throw a new light on the lipid profile of plant
cellular compartments.
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DAG Diacylglyceride
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Gel-electrophoresis-chromatography-
tandem mass spectrometry

MSn MS/MS Nominal mass-tandem mass spectrometry
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
MS Mass spectrometry
PA Phosphatidic acid
PB Phosphatidylbutanol
PC Phosphatidylcholine
PE Phosphatidylethanolamine
PG Phosphatidylglycerol
PI Phosphatidylinositol
PI-4-P Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate
PS Phosphatidylserine
PT Phosphatidylthreonine
SANS Small-angle neutron-scattering
SLD Scattering length density
TOCSY Total correlation spectroscopy
TG Triglyceride

Introduction

Molecular profiling (‘omics’) is beginning to reveal the
variety of molecular species in biological systems. A rela-
tively recent innovation is profiling of the lipid fraction,
referred to as lipidomics [16, 17, 22, 54]. The applications
of this chemical approach are increasing rapidly as a direct
result of the powerful insights it provides into determining
molecular composition. Lipidomics is currently being used
not only to probe the lipid composition of biological sys-
tems but also some of the molecular changes during meta-
bolic processes, and disease [2, 46, 62]. Proteomic studies
are also used for tracking disease [19, 27], with some work
on proteinaceous systems with a mechanical role [10].
Furthermore, as the physical properties and behaviour of
the lipids and proteins in biological systems start to become
apparent at a molecular level [1, 11, 26, 40, 59, 63, 72], the
applicability of molecular profiling data in understanding
the molecular construction of organelles increases [18, 73].
However, in order to produce an accurate molecular profile
of an organelle, there is a clear need for the use of diagnostic
orthogonal chemical techniques.

One cellular compartment found in plants, about which
there is some understanding of the biological role but rela-
tively little about the structure or physical properties, is the
seed-specific oil body (OB). OBs have evolved the function
of a biological repository for triglycerides and typically
represent about 40 % of the mass of the cotyledon in
(desiccating) oleaginous seeds [43]. They are 0.5–2.0 μm
in diameter [25, 29] with a postulated structure of a mono-
layer of amphiphilic species covering a mass of triglycerides
[29, 34]. Evidence to date suggests that the monolayer that
forms the surface of the OB comprises phospholipids and

proteins from a relatively small group of protein families
[28–31, 66]. However, it has not yet been possible to be
precise about the molecular composition or the assembly it
forms, as no comprehensive studies of molecular composi-
tion have been published, nor have there been any physical
studies of purified isolated OBs.

The structure of these organelles remains stable and
controlled throughout the dehydration associated with des-
iccation and the rehydration associated with germination
[43], suggesting that they are able to resist the well-
documented changes that occur in model lipid [37, 38, 50]
and protein [20, 58, 71] systems on drastic changes in
hydration. This remarkable stability makes OBs a desirable
research interest, not only in terms of understanding the
molecular biology of processes like germination [43] but
also in biotechnological engineering, such as generating
recombinant therapeutics [3, 7, 56] and as an adjuvant for
vaccines [15]. It has also been possible to use OBs as a
means for recovering and recycling immobilised enzymes
[9, 35, 36]. Recent research in food science and technology
suggests that OBs have potential as an ingredient in indus-
trial production of edible emulsions [23, 24, 39, 47]. This
range of interests highlights the importance of understand-
ing the physical behaviour and properties of OBs and their
components.

We chose to analyse OBs from Helianthus annuus (com-
mon sunflower) in order to provide an insight into this
representative plant system. This species is germane to
industrial-scale food industry applications as it is a viable
crop for industrial applications. Also, the seed material
presents a low allergen risk. Importantly, the OBs from this
species are not well characterised to date. We used small-
angle neutron-scattering (SANS) to assess the purity of the
OBs isolated and to inform the details of improved protocols
for isolating OBs from raw seeds. Molecular profiling of the
organelle comprised lipidomic and proteomic analyses. The
lipidome was profiled using 31P nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) using an 800 MHz magnet, HRMS, and MSn MS/
MS. We have also developed a novel method of analysis
using NMR that can identify a lipid biomarker even when it
is a minor component in a complicated mixture of lipids. We
used GeLC-MS/MS to identify components of the protein
fraction and densitometry for identifying their relative
proportions.

Experimental section

All solvents used were HPLC-grade and were bought from
Sigma Aldrich Ltd (Gillingham, Dorset, UK), as were all
fine chemicals and deuteriated solvents, unless otherwise
stated. Lipase inhibitors, except 2-butoxyphenylboronic ac-
id (BPBA) and n-butanol, were bought from Tocris
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Biosciences Ltd (Bristol, Somerset, UK), and lipid standards
were bought from Avanti Polar lipids (Alabaster, Alabama,
USA). All chemicals were used as supplied. Sodium
dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) was carried out using equipment and consumables
from Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd. (Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire, UK). Protease inhibitors ‘cOmplete’, in tablet
form were purchased from Roche Diagnostics Ltd (Burgess
Hill, Sussex, UK). De-hulled H. annuus seeds (2011 season)
were bought from the Goldene Mühle GmbH (Garrel,
Lower Saxony, Germany). Seed material was stored at
∼10 °C in an airtight container and used within a month of
purchase.

Oil body isolation De-hulled H. annuus seeds (100.0 g)
were mixed with a solution of lipase inhibitors (suspension
in n-butanol [5 mL] of FIPI, 5 mg; D609, 10 mg; U73122,
10 mg; BPBA, 1 g) and Tris-base (0.1 M, pH 7.5, 200 mL,
cOmplete ULTRA protease inhibitor tablets [used as direct-
ed]) and ground using a Silverson high-shear mixer L 5 M
(Silverson Ltd, Chesham, Buckinghamshire, UK), operated
at <2 krpm) with the dilution of the mixture (addition of
200 mL Tris-base 0·1 M, pH7.5) with successively narrow-
ing mesh sizes of the homogeniser work head (5 mm mesh,
then 2.5 mm, then 1.5 mm). The resulting suspension was
made up to a total volume of 1.4 L (Tris-base 0·1 M, pH7.5,
total volume 1 L, made in advance and chilled to <10 °C)
and the mixture fractionated by centrifugation (9,950×g,
20 min, 4 °C). The uppermost layer was removed, resus-
pended in Tris-base (0.01 M, pH7.5, ∼4:1v/v) and fraction-
ated by centrifugation (2,800×g, 20 min, 4 °C). The
uppermost layer was removed, resuspended in a series of
aqueous solutions (∼4:1v/v) before centrifugation at each
step (2,800×g, 20 min, 4 °C). The aqueous suspensions used
were: Tween 20 (1 %v/v, with Tris-base 0.01 M, pH7.5,
ddH2O), NaCl (2 M, with Tris-base 0.01 M, pH7.5,
ddH2O), urea (8 M, with Tris-base 0.01 M, pH7.5,
ddH2O), and finally Tris-base (0.01 M, pH7.5). The suspen-
sions in aqueous urea were agitated at room temperature for
30 min, before centrifugation.

Oil body fractionation Immediately after isolation, the OBs
were suspended in ethanol (8:1v/v) and the internal phos-
phorus standard added (lyso-phosphatidylglycerol, known
mass of 2.5–4.5 mg). The solvents were then removed under
reduced pressure (2×200 mL ethanol) and the remaining
material washed with petroleum spirit (3×300 mL,
50 mmHg, glass sinter). The combined solutions were con-
centrated in vacuo to give the triglyceride (oil) fraction. The
retentate was suspended (chloroform/ethanol/triethylamine,
3:1:1 [CET], 300 mL), sonicated (Ultrasonicator
USC1700D, VWR (Lutterworth, Leicestershire, UK), pow-
er 9, 25 °C, 15 min), and washed (CET, 2×100 mL,

50 mmHg, glass sinter). The retentate was washed lightly
with chloroform. The combined CET solutions and chloro-
form wash were concentrated in vacuo to give the lipid
fraction. The remaining solid was dried in vacuo to give
what is referred to as the protein fraction. The mass of
protein was measured using the Bradford Assay. Details of
spectral techniques and protein analysis can be found in the
Electronic Supplementary Material.

Results

OB isolation and SANS

Traditionally, OBs have been isolated by gentle mechanical
grinding of mature seeds in an aqueous medium, followed
by centrifugation [66, 70]. A similar procedure was used
here, with a number of important adaptations. Several steps
are required to remove extraneous protein (particularly 11S
storage [helianthinin] and 2S ribosomal proteins) and extra-
neous lipophilic material satisfactorily. We therefore used a
modified version of the previously reported methods. In the
preparation used in this study, the OBs are centrifuged
immediately after grinding and were then resuspended in a
series of aqueous media before centrifugation.

In order to verify the efficacy of these preparation and
purification steps for isolating OBs, and to provide an inde-
pendent check of the proteins observed in GeLC-MS/MS
analysis of the OB protein mixtures that are postulated to be
extraneous (see below), we elected to use contrast-variation
SANS to determine the compartmentalisation and spatial
arrangement of system components on the micron scale.

Both the crude and purified OB samples (see Supplementary
Information) were prepared in 10 % D2O (to match the SLD of
lipid component and highlight any protein signal) 40%D2O (to
match the protein and highlight lipid) and 90 % D2O (in which
both species would be visible). The scattering patterns obtained
are broadly compatible with a model of large poly-disperse
spheres with sizes on the micron range of poly-dispersity index
of around 60–70 %.

In the pattern from the crude preparation in 90 % D2O,
an additional feature was present, not seen in the 40 %
pattern, suggesting a significant contribution from protein
(Fig. 1a), that was absent in preparations designed to
remove extraneous material (Fig. 1b). The data recorded
at 10 % D2O (lipid matched) for the crude preparation
suggest a mono-dispersed but small protein species that
could be modelled as an isolated ellipse (Fig. 1c). The fits
used in Fig. 1 were consistent with a Gaussian polydis-
perse sphere model with scaled OB volume fractions.
These scattering patterns are therefore reliable indicators
of the system’s spatial arrangement, even at higher poly-
dispersities. This suggested that either the crude
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preparation had a contaminant that was a free protein, or
that a significant quantity of protein is present in the OBs
as isolated free-floating species. The modelled shape is
consistent with the structural data for 11S globulin
(helianthinin) from formative studies [52, 55].

To determine the source of the signal a sample of more
thoroughly purified OBs was analysed at high concentra-
tions with the same three contrasts. In the 90 % D2O
sample where both protein and lipid should be visible,
the (additional) feature visible in data from the crude

Fig. 1 SANS scattering of OB systems containing free protein (a) and
not (b). c SANS of OB samples with a lipid-matching concentration of
exchangeable deuterium (10 %). The crude preparation (blue) shows a

pattern consistent with an elliptical shape approximately two orders of
magnitude smaller than the compartmentalised proteins in the purified
OB preparation (red)
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preparation was no longer present (Fig. 1b). The 10 %
D2O sample suggests that the relative concentration of
free protein has been reduced significantly with respect
to the crude preparation, as there is no longer evidence for

an elliptical protein after purification of the OBs (Fig. 1c).
This was in agreement with the reduction in the amount of
helianthinin and ribosomal proteins observed (GeLC-MS/
MS, see below). This suggested that the oil body

Table 1 Identities and relative amounts (optical density) of proteins present

ID Band Observed
massa

(kDa)

Matching peptides
found in MS/MS

Database entry
number and
species

Closest homologue
in Viridiplantae

Optical
density

±b

Caleosin A F 28.1 VAFDPFGWTAAK EL461280 Caleosin; Sesamum
indicum, gi|
6478218

3.1 % 0.31 %
MEWAILYALAK H. tuberosus

CFDGSLFDYCAK

TDLETHLPKPYLAR

TVPDKLTLGEIWNMTEGNR

Caleosin B G 26.3 MEWAILYALAK EL460587 Caleosin; S.
indicum,
gi|6478218

5.7 % 0.54 %
CFDGSLFDYCAK H. tuberosus

YMPVHFENMFSK

TDLETHLPKPYLAR

GLVAPDTEHPNGTLGHR

TVPDKLTLGEIWNMTEGNR

VMAMADGNALTPEADCQPLTHER

Hydrosteroid 11-
β-dehydrogenase
A (steroleosin A)

A, B,
D,
E

45 (×2),
36.2, 33.4

AALAQFFETMR GE513976 Steroleosin; S.
indicum, gi|
16033752

9.2 % 1.95 %
MVDQTVHHFNR H. annuus

IIALSSAASWIPLPR

ITLVTPGFIESELTQGK

VVLITGASSGIGEHIAYEYASR

Hydrosteroid 11-
β-dehydrogenase
B (steroleosin B)

C 38.2 AALVNFYETLR EL457176 Steroleosin-B; S.
indicum, gi|
21311775

3.5 % 0.01 %
FINETINYFGR H. tuberosus

LLGAPDVLIMAADVVK

IVVNAAVENWLPLPR

Oleosin A J 18.2 GGHYGTAGVHTGGPGGGVGTYV CD856507 Oleosin 1; Prunus
dulcis, gi|460803

19.1 % 3.62 %
YVTGEQPSGADTSDEASHR H. annuus

Oleosin B Mc 15.1 YDQQTHSQSTSR gi|266694 Oleosin H-isoform;
Ficus pumila, (var.
Awkeotsang) gi|
148283921

17.0 %c 0.28 %
QTAGSVPESLDYVK H. annuus

IQSTAHEMGDQGQVGVHAQVGGGK

LQDLVEYTGQK

RLQDLVEYTGQK

Oleosin C K 17.0 STMSVPDQMDYVK gi|1345520 Oleosin 18.2 KDa;
Gossypium
hirsutum, gi|
167363

19.8 % 0.78 %
LQDVGEYTGQK H. annuus

Oleosin D L 16.3 LQDLVEYTGQK EL512172
H. exilis

Oleosin S1-2; Brassi
ca napus, gi|
196122060

22.6 % 5.84 %
AHDIGPEGAVHAGSAVGGAK

Oleosin E Mc 15.1 YATGGHPLGSDSLDQAR EL511252
H. exilis

Oleosin low-
molecular-weight
isoform; Linum usi
tatissimum, gi|
77737584

17.0 %c 0.28 %

Total 100.0 %

Gel shown in Supplementary Figure 1
aMeasure estimated from migration on SDS-PAGE
b Standard error
c Band contained peptides for two distinct oleosins and thus the optical density quoted is for the combination of both isoforms
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preparation protocol was competent to isolate oil bodies
with impurities below the level of detection. This was
verified using GeLC-MS/MS.

OB fractionation

Only OBs isolated according to the procedure informed by
SANS and SDS-PAGE followed by GeLC-MS/MS were
used for the profiling data presented in this work. The
OBs were isolated and then fractionated into the triglyc-
eride (oil), lipid, and protein fractions for characterisa-
tion. The OBs were doped before drying with a known
mass of lyso-PG as a quantitative lipid standard before
fractionation and dried under reduced pressure.
Triglycerides were extracted using petroleum spirit and

the lipid fraction using a mixture of chloroform, ethanol
and triethylamine (3:1:1, ‘CET’) developed for this applica-
tion. Triethylamine was used in order to produce triethylam-
monium cations and thus facilitate dissolving of the most
acidic lipid species in an organic solvent system. The remain-
ing matter after these extractions contained the proteome. OB
fractionation revealed that they comprised the following by
mass: triglycerides (98.63 % ± 0.01 %), lipids (0.31 % ±
0.039 %) and protein (1.06 % ± 0.001 %).

Proteome: peptide separation, tandem MS and peptide
identification

Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE (Supplementary
Figure 1) and enzymatically digested with trypsin to

Fig. 2 31P NMR spectra of lipidomes of OBs from helianthus OBs.
Trace A is a lipid isolate without added enzyme inhibitors. Trace B is
from a lipidome isolation containing BPBA (non-selective PLAx inhibi-
tor) and n-butanol. The signal arising from PB is marked with an open
diamond. Trace C is from a lipid fraction isolated with PLAx, PLC and

PLD inhibitors, and the quantitative standard (lyso-PG, signals arising
from the 1-O and 2-O isomers are marked with an asterisk). There is some
variation in the shift of the PA signal due to the formation of triethylam-
monium adducts with the solvent system and appears to be partly
concentration-dependent with respect to the lipid
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peptides before LC-MS/MS and analysis. GeLC-MS/
MS revealed a proteome comprising three protein fam-
ilies, namely: oleosins, caleosins and steroleosins [28,
29, 33, 34, 45, 66, 68]. The relative quantities of
proteins observed were measured using densitometry
of colloidal Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gels (n=3)
(Table 1), indicating that oleosins (bands K-M, types
A–E) account for around 78 % of the proteome by
mass, whereas steroleosins account for around 13 %
and caleosins for around 9 %. When present, traces of
extraneous proteins were observed as a discrete band
with a low staining intensity (helianthinin isoforms,
band H, Supplementary Figure 1).

Lipidome: lipase activity

Isolation of the lipid fraction from de-hulled Helianthus
seeds in a simple buffered medium showed a surprisingly
narrow range of lipid head groups, with only phosphatidyl-
choline (PC), phosphatidylinositol (PI) and phosphatidic
acid (PA) visible (Fig. 2). This is at odds with the compel-
ling evidence that a significantly richer diversity of lipid
head groups is present in the few biological systems for
which comprehensive lipidomics data currently are avail-
able [17, 22, 54]. This led us to hypothesise that lipase
activity was affecting the observed lipid profile. The use of
the non-selective phospholipase A 1 and 2 (collectively
known as PLAxs) inhibitor BPBA succeeded in increasing
and making consistent the isolated mass of the lipidome.
Although this strongly suggested that PLAxs were indeed
present, no further head group types were observed. We
therefore examined the possibility that other lipases were
active in the system.

The presence of PA alerted us to the possible activity of
phospholipase D (PLD). PLDs are known to hydrolyse
several lipid head groups, invariably producing phosphatid-
ic acid [4, 48, 53]; however, n-butanol has been shown to
suppress the formation of PA, with evidence that phospha-
tidylbutanol (PB, structure shown in Supplementary
Figure 20) is produced instead [32, 51]. This has been
reported to occur at concentrations of n-butanol as low as
0.01 %, v/v [8, 41, 57]. Thus the presence of PB provides a
useful molecular marker for PLD activity. The possible
activity of PLDs was therefore tested with a qualitative
PLD assay comprising n-butanol.

Lipidome: PLD assay

The change in lipidome according to lipid head group pro-
file in this assay was tracked through the change in lipid
profile of ground H. annuus cotyledons suspended in buff-
ered aqueous medium in the presence of n-butanol, agitated
at 4 °C over a period of days (Fig. 3). The lipid profiles at
given time points (24, 48, 72 h, 9 days) were determined by
31P NMR. The appearance and dominance of a signal at
0.34 ppm (31P NMR) was taken as a strong indication of the
presence of a phosphorus-containing lipid that was not
found in the lipid composition of commercially available
lecithins already reported [6, 13, 14, 42], or in the mixture of
lipids from Glycine max used in this project (Supplementary
Figure 4), or from lipid species not previously identified in
commercially available lipid mixtures (lyso-PS, PI-4-P, lyso-
PG; see Supplementary Figures 5–7, respectively, and Table 2
for 31P NMR shifts). The presence of PB was confirmed by
both mass spectrometry and 31P NMR from samples of the
lipid fraction isolated from OBs subject to 9 days’ agitation,

Fig. 3 31P NMR PLD assay
with time points shown. PB
remains the dominant species
throughout, though the
integrations of the signals
suggest that the majority of the
PB is produced in the first 24 h.
The reduction in fraction of all
other lipids (especially PA, PC
and PI shown here) suggests
that PLD acts on a variety of
substrates, and/or that other
lipases are present
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i.e. where the new (PB) resonance dominated most strongly
over other lipid species (Fig. 3). The presence of the resonance
at 0.34 ppm in isolated lipidomes, attributed to PB, was
therefore taken as evidence of PLD activity.

Lipase activity in this system cannot be attributed to mi-
crobial activity, as no evidence of either spore-forming or
Pseudomonas species could be found. We ascribe this appar-
ent sterility to a combination of the bactericidal n-butanol
concentration, to the bacteriostatic temperature of the assay
(≤4 °C), and to the bacteriostatic PLAx inhibitor.

We noted that the suppression of PLA activity and the
redirection of PLD activity to give PB instead of PA (with n-
butanol) allowed the activity of phospholipase Cs (PLCs) to
be observed qualitatively. A peak in PB concentration after
around 48 h suggests that it too is being consumed in this
system. Bacterial activity may be ruled out (see above), as is a
change in lipid profile by destruction of the organelles; they
remain intact as no release of triglycerides was observed. The
reduction in total PB cannot be ascribed to PLD activity
without the formation of PA, which is not observed. Thus,

Table 2 Lipidome of OBs from
H. annuus

Quantitative standard lyso-PG,
n=3. U1–8 represents the reso-
nances of lipids that are at pres-
ent unknown. There was no
evidence for the formation of the
biomarker PB in the samples
used to compile this data.

Fatty acids: 24:0 lignoceric acid,
22:0 behenic acid, 18:3 α-
linolenic acid, 18:2 linoleic acid,
18:1 oleic acid, 18:0 stearic
acid, 16:0 palmitic acid.
aResonances for which the shifts
are consistent with known lipid
species (U6, DMPE; U8, PC
plasmalogen) but for which no
appropriate ion fragments were
observed in MS.
bFatty acid profile consistent
with mass given in parentheses,
identified by MSn.

Lipid Fraction (mol., n=3) ± 31P NMR shift (ppm) Ion mass (es)b

PA 3.00 % 0.81 % 4.82–5.10 699.5 (C18:2/C18:0, C18:1/C18:1)

671.5 (C16:0/C18:2)

673.5 (C16:0/C18:1)

695.5 (C18:2/C18:2)

697.5 (C18:2/C18:1)

lyso-PG 0.04 % 0.01 % 1.72 509 (C18:1/0:0)

lyso-PI 0.72 % 0.65 % 1.53 571.5 (C16:0/0:0)

lyso-PE 0.24 % 0.13 % 1.23 452 (C16:2/0:0)

476 (C18:2/0:0)

PG 1.81 % 0.33 % 1.21 745.5 (C18:2/C16:0)

769.5 (C18:2/C18:2)

771.5 (C18:2/C18:1)

773.5 (C18:0/C18:2)

PI 19.97 % 2.18 % 1.02 833.5 (C18:2/C16:0)

857.5 (C18:2/C18:2)

861.5 (C18:2/C18:0)

917 (C18:2/C22:0)

U1 0.73 % 1.09 % 0.77 –

PE 4.04 % 0.42 % 0.65–0.58 714.5 (C18:2/C16:0)

716.5 (C16:0/C18:1)

738.5 (C18:2/C18:2)

742 (C18:3/C18:0)

826.5 (C18:2/C24:0)

PS 0.77 % 0.96 % 0.52 –

lyso-PC 2.38 % 0.47 % 0.45–0.49 496.5 (C16:0/0:0)

520.5 (C18:2/0:0)

U2 1.14 % 0.32 % 0.42 –

U3 0.34 % 0.60 % 0.38 –

U4 1.14 % 1.10 % 0.36 –

U5 2.57 % 1.53 % 0.30 –

U6
a 0.57 % 0.31 % 0.28–0.25 –

U7 1.00 % 0.26 % 0.24 –

U8
a 1.22 % 0.81 % 0.17 –

PC 58.59 % 4.08 % 0.00 782.5 (C18:2/C18:2)

784.5 (C18:2/C18:1)

758.5 (C18:1/C16:0)

733.5 (C16:0/C16:0)

Total 100.00 %
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we suspected that the hydrolysis of PB hinted at the activity of
one or more phospholipase C isoforms (PLCs) on this lipid
species. PLCs are known to hydrolyse inositides (PI is also
hydrolyzed in this system) and with some evidence for hydro-
lysis of PC [49, 51] (also hydrolyzed in this assay). PLC
activity on lipids gives rise to DAGs and releases the
(hydrophilic) head group in the aqueous medium, reducing
the total amount of phosphorus in the lipid fraction. Thus, in
order to determine the lipidome of this organelle, we used
comprehensive lipase inhibition designed to suppress PLAx,
PLC and PLD activity.

Lipidome isolation The evident necessity of suppressing
PLAx, PLC and PLD activities in order to isolate a lipidome
with confidence led us to use a cocktail of known,

commercially available, lipase inhibitors [5, 21, 57, 64,
65] (see “Experimental section”). No resonance in the
NMR spectra or MS ions/fragments associated with PB
was observed in lipidomes isolated under conditions includ-
ing comprehensive lipase inhibition, despite the presence of n-
butanol. Signals at 0.36 and 0.31 ppm (Fig. 4a) can be ruled
out as indicators of PB, as a combination of 31P HSQC, 13C
HSQC, 13C HMBC and TOCSY spectra have allowed us to
identify PB resonances unambiguously (Figure 4b, assignment
list in Supplementary Information). This has allowed us to
demonstrate that the connectivity of the species identified is
consistent with PB (Supplementary Figure 20). As this work
has identified a number of characteristic resonances in this
biomarker, this approach to identifying phosphorus-
containing species has the scope for demonstrating the

Fig. 4 a 31P NMR showing the
comparison of lipidome
samples containing PB
(unbroken line, unstarred
labels) and not containing it
(dashed line, starred labels); b
1H, 1H TOCSY showing
through bond coupling
identifying glyceryl–sn-1-3
(panel, left) and butyl (B1-B4)
protons (panel, right).
Projections shown opposite the
x and y axes indicate protons
coupled to 31P and are taken
from a slice through a 31P,1H
HSQC experiment at the 31P
chemical shift of 0·34 ppm
(characteristic of PB in a 1D 31P
experiments, (a)). The subscript
notations used above are the
same as the notations in
Supplementary Figure 20
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presence of PB in complicated mixtures of phosphorus-
containing molecules, even where PB is a minor component.

The inclusion of PLC inhibitors D609 and U73122 in
grinding media indicated measurable changes to the PI and

Fig. 5 Mass spectrum of PB (from PLD assay) . m/z 751–5,293 = dil inoleoylphosphat i tdylbutanol , m/z 727–5,287 =
palmitoyllinoleoylphosphatidylbutanol
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PC fractions (viz. traces 2 and 3, Fig. 2), supporting the
hypothesis of activity consistent with members of the PLC
family.

The lipidome of the OB of mature H. annuus seeds is
presented in Table 2. In order to overcome the inherent vari-
ation in biological systems, we repeated the isolation (n=3),
using a quantitative phosphorus (lipid) standard. The lipi-
domes isolated without a quantitative standard show that the
presence of lyso-phosphatidylglycerol (lyso-PG) is 0.04 %
(±0.01 %), and analysis of this lipid species in vitro shows
that the shift of its resonances (1.82 and 1.64 ppm, for the 1-O-
and 2-O-fatty acid derivatives, respectively) are conveniently
distant from the resonances arising from other species, to
make quantification reliable. The head group identification
has been made both in NMR spectra and in MS traces;
however, 31P NMR suggest the presence of traces of lipids
that have not yet been identified (U1–8). Unfortunately, it was
not possible to use MS signals from spectra of the lipidomes
(Supplementary Figure 9) to inform this further.

Fatty acid fraction

Strikingly, the fatty acid fraction from lipidome samples
(1H NMR) was remarkably simple; the mixture it com-
prises is dominated by palmitic, linoleic and oleic acids
(2:1:0.25, respectively, 1H NMR of hydrolytic products,
Supplementary Figures 2 and 3). This select group of fatty
acids is also observed in the fragmentation of PB under
electrospray ionisation (Fig. 5). These data support the
hypothesis that the PB is formed not only from the bulk
of the lipid present in what appears to be a non-selective
manner; it is in agreement with the fatty acid fragmentation
of the principle lipid components of the lipidome, PC
(Supplementary Figures 10 and 11), PA (Supplementary
Figure 12), PG (Supplementary Figure 13), PI (Supplementary
Figure 14) and PE (Supplementary Figure 15). This suggests
that, although there is some richness in the head group profile of
the lipid fraction of the OB, a wide variety of fatty acid residues
is not useful to the organism and may even be undesirable.

Lipidome: oil The principle component of an OB in terms of
mass is undoubtedly its triglyceride fraction [29, 66, 69]. In
the OBs examined in the present study, this fraction repre-
sented 98.63 %±0.01 % of the mass of the organelle (see
above). The triglycerides were characterised in this study
using NMR (Supplementary Figure 8) and MS
(Supplementary Figure 16–19). 1H NMR indicates that there
is an average of 1.5 olefin bonds per fatty acid residue
(Supplementary Figure 8). MS suggests that, within this
average, there is a mixture of triglycerides with 0, 2, 3 and
4 double bonds, with evidence for an abundant triglyceride
species containing only linoleoyl residues (two olefin
bonds, Supplementary Figure 17). There is evidence for

the presence of trace amounts of dihomo-γ-linolenic (20:3)
and 7,10,13,16-docosatetraenoic (22:4) acid residues
(Supplementary Figure 16).

Discussion

The results of this study indicate that the lipidome of OBs
from H. annuus (common sunflower) is much broader than
previously expected [66, 67]. Additionally, the use of small-
molecule lipase inhibitors is crucial in determining the com-
position of that lipid fraction accurately. This work also
shows that the protein fraction is larger in mass than the
lipid fraction by a factor of ∼3.4, suggesting an important
structural role for the proteins.

A comparison of the molecular profile of Helianthus OBs
with recent physical evidence also suggests an important struc-
tural influence of the protein fraction. Recent physical evidence
indicates that the lipid fraction in isolation would be likely to
exhibit a different surface curvature to that of naturally occur-
ring OBs. Mixtures of PC and PI (4:1) have been shown to
produce surfaces that curve towards the cytosol [40] rather than
away from it, as in the OB surface. This suggests that another
component of the OBs’ surface, not found in the lipid fraction,
is able to direct the topology of the surface of this organelle.
The evidence from this work shows that a protein fraction
containing amphiphilic proteins is a large and integral part of
the monolayer that makes forms the surface. Importantly, the
proteome of this organelle is dominated by oleosin isoforms
(∼78 % by densitometry, Supplementary Figure 1).

The hypothesis that the physical properties of the proteins
dominate that of the surface is supported by the observation
that OBs stay intact when the relatively rich lipidome found

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the OB, given the composition described
above, and known thermodynamic behaviour [29, 61] of amphiphilic
proteins, lipids and triglycerides. A Neutral surface [61] of the mono-
layer of the OB; b oleosin; c, triglyceride matrix (one molecule shown
for clarity); d, phospholipid. Scale: the lipid molecules (d) are 1.8–
2.0 nm long [12], and the oleosin helix that extends into the triglycer-
ide matrix is 12 nm long [29]. NB the length of the lipid molecules
represents around 0.1 % of the width of the organelle itself
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in vivo is converted into a lipid fraction that is dominated by
PB (>90 %, 31P NMR). This strongly suggests that the lipid
fraction of the surface does not dominate the physical prop-
erties of the OB structure under the hydrating conditions
used in this study. It is clear from physical studies that a
surface composed entirely of any combination of known
biological lipids would be unable to sustain the surface
topology of OBs through these changes in hydration [40,
60, 61, 63]. The oleosin-rich proteome, whatever the bio-
logical function of the individual proteins, therefore seems
to be an important player in maintaining the remarkable
physical stability of this organelle. Not only are the proteins
amphiphilic [44, 69], but this evidence suggests that they
also have an implicit thermodynamic role in maintaining the
integrity of the organelle, alongside the lipid fraction, as part
of its monolayer surface.

We suggest that the evidence presented here supports an
updating of the current model for the assembled structure of
naturally occurring OBs, a fragment of which is shown
schematically in Fig. 6.

In summary, the evidence from this study about the
molecular profile of OBs from H. annuus shows a mono-
layer dominated by proteins in terms of mass and perhaps
also in terms of its physical properties. The molecular pro-
file generated can be used not only to inform our under-
standing of the physical properties of this organelle but also
its metabolism and general behaviour in vivo. This can also
be applied to the preparation of synthetic OBs in applica-
tions such as biotechnological engineering (e.g. adjuvants
for vaccines and recombinant therapeutics) and in the food
industry (e.g. preparing emulsions and controlling flavour).
The chemical techniques used have enabled us to identify a
range of species in the proteome and lipidome, as well as
some that may not have been observed to date.
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